What can be more exciting and rewarding than having an up-front seat to so many important and transformational initiatives that we are embarking upon here at BC Women’s Health Foundation? From life-saving and life-changing advances in equipment and research, to critical education and training for our dedicated doctors and nurses, to essential advocacy for our patients, especially those most vulnerable, we’re delighted to share many important and engaging stories about all the excellent work that’s happening at BC Women’s Hospital + Health Centre and the Women’s Health Research Institute.

We’re so very proud of the great work we’re doing to bring brighter futures to women’s and newborn healthcare in our province. We’re invested in working with our community of donors and supporters to advancing the full spectrum of women’s and newborn health, ensuring women have equitable access to the highest quality healthcare when, where and how they need it.

Throughout the course of 2023, we made many significant strides with important advancements in such programs as the first-ever Women’s Health Research Month in March 2023 and funding for the significant first phase of the Midlife + Mature Women’s Health Program. And we have even bigger and more impactful plans for 2024.

The Foundation is committed to continue making BC Women’s Hospital + Health Centre the leader in healthier and brighter futures for women and newborns.

On behalf of all of us at the Foundation and of those on our Board of Directors, we want to thank you for your ongoing support. We are all so very grateful for the generous backing, the continuous reinforcement and the ongoing encouragement from those who share our dreams and our vision for the future of healthcare for women throughout every stage of life.

Cally Wesson
President + CEO

Jennifer Randall Nelson
Board Chair

For BC Women’s Health Foundation, 2023 was a pivotal year – and 2024 has even more exciting initiatives on the horizon to advance healthcare for women and newborns across BC.

THE IMPACT OF YOUR GENEROSITY HAS BEEN TRANSFORMATIONAL

Cally Wesson, President + CEO

Jennifer Randall Nelson, Board Chair
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